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CASSELS & SONS BREWERY LAGER - 4.30% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
LAGER - VIENNA - LAGER (4.3%ABV) Hops: Pacifica(NZ) Malts: Pale Malt, Pilsen, Carapils, Munich Brewed: in
2500 litre batches at Maunsell St Brewery Medals: Silver (NZ Beer Awards 2015) Pouring a bright, golden hue
beneath a lingering white head, the aroma is sweetish and complex. On the palate there is a light, floral
herbaceous flavour. Lager is a less hoppy, more malt-driven version of Cassels and Sons Pilsner. A widely
accessible and very popular beer. Hard water (from a well that was discovered after the September 2010
earthquake) gives the beer a firm, but creamy mouthfeel. This flavour-packed beer is a fine match for most spicy
Asian and Mexican influenced dishes, or fruity hard cheeses. Geoff Griggs – October 2011

CASSELS & SONS BREWERY DRY-HOPPED PILSNER - 5.30% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PILSNER - OTHER - Pouring brilliantly clear and pale golden; our Dry Hopped Pilsner exemplifies the finest in
New Zealand ingredients. Motueka and Nelson Sauvin hops contribute juicy lime, sauvignon grape, and subtle
juniper berry characters. The predominantly Pilsner malt-base provides a crisp body. Cracker-like flavours and
sweetness, perfectly complimenting the firm, bitter finish and refreshingly dry mineral aftertaste.

CASSELS & SONS BREWERY WOOLSTON PALE ALE - 4.50% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PALE ALE - NEW ZEALAND -

CASSELS & SONS BREWERY AMERICAN PALE ALE - 5.40% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
PALE ALE - AMERICAN - This delightfully fruity, aromatic beer, gets its lead from the abundance of fresh West
Coast U.S. citra hops. A top-fermented ale style, this beer is a recent addition to the Cassels & Sons collection. The
tropical fruit salad and passionfruit flavours give way to a clean and light bitter finish.

CASSELS & SONS BREWING CO. RED IPA - 6.60% 5.00 / 12.00 / 15.50
IPA - RED - RED IPA (6.6%ABV) Hops: Motueka, East Kent Goldings, Waimea, NZ Fuggles, US Calypso Malts: Pils,
Vienna, Cara, Specialities Brewed: in a 2500 litre batch at Maunsell St Brewery Cassels Red IPA is full bodied, rich
and vibrant. Our speciality malts add serious complexity with flavours and aromas including dark fruit, raisin, toast
and light caramel, balanced by assertive, crisp hop bitterness and perplexing pine, citrus, lime, stone fruit, floral
and tropical characters. Also available in Bottles 518ml & 328mlx6-pack

CASSELS & SONS BREWERY MILK STOUT - 5.20% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
STOUT - MILK / SWEET - Obsidian-black with a velvety, tan head, our Milk Stout is traditionally brewed with non-
fermentable lactose sugar for a luscious, full-bodied mouthfeel. Aromas of bittersweet chocolate, dried fruits, and
bold coffee-and-cream flavours all descend on the senses, while soft roasted-malt bitterness keeps the sweetness
in check. Silver medal winner at the 2018 International Beer Awards, Bronze winner at the 2019 Dublin Craft Beer
Cup, Silver winner at the 2018 Dublin Craft Beer Cup and Country Winner at the 2018 World Beer Awards.
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HALLERTAU BREWERY FIG LEAF & SOURDOUGH - 4.80% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
SOUR - GOSE - We put 100kgs of rescued Sourdough into the beer mash and spiced with fig leaves from Grey
Lynn's Kelmarna Gardens. Kettle soured for extra zingy acidity to compliment the savoury and salty notes.

BEHEMOTH BREWING LID RIPPER - 6.90% 5.00 / 12.00 / 15.50
IPA - AMERICAN - Our hazy, unfiltered IPA. Using a stupid amount of American hops and an english ale yeast. This
beer is extremely juicy and aromatic. Rip the Lid off one!

SAWMILL BREWERY PILSNER - 4.80% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PILSNER - OTHER - Biscuity pilsner malt and distinctive Motueka and Riwaka hops bringing aromas of lemon and
lime. Nelson Sauvin for a tart gooseberry hit. Straw coloured appearance, brilliantly clear, with a long lasting white
head. Crisp and bitter. Medium dry finish.

EPIC BREWING COMPANY BREW OF THE LIVING DEAD - 6.10% 5.00 / 11.50 / 15.00
IPA - AMERICAN - With our obsession for our world famous Hop Zombie Double IPA, we were inspired to make
this more dead version of an IPA. Something that when you have tasted and finished will take over your brain and
you will be muttering to yourself … Need...More...Hops. No matter what you do you will never be able to sate your
hunger for more hops but maybe just one more taste of the Brew Of The Living Dead will help you for a short
moment. We smashed open the tank and crushed an unnatural amount for green resin oozing hops into this brew.
Overloading it with sticky citrus juice flavours from Citra, lemony herbal backbone of Santiam and the ridiculously
high alpha bittering hop Pahto, coming in at 22% alpha acid. What’s wrong with your brain? Everything about
this beer just screams “you brewers have lost your minds with the amount of hops you have added”. As brewers all
we can say to you is … “RUN!!!”

CROUCHER BREWING CO. ULTRA IPA - 7.00% 5.00 / 12.00 / 15.50
IPA - AMERICAN - Are you adequately prepared for this Ultra India Pale Ale? You'll need a bib, some comfortable
shoes and a pre-filled ice bath. When it comes to flavour and strength, this heady blend of hops from New
Zealand, Australia and the US of A is not for the faint of heart. Warning: Not suitable for novices.

SUNSHINE BREWERY SAISON DU BRUT - 7.00% 5.00 / 12.00 / 15.50
FARMHOUSE ALE - SAISON - Saison du Brut is a blurred line between hop and vine. Inspired by our Brut IPA it’s
light, bright and refreshingly dry with lifted stone fruit aromas from Hallertau Blanc hops, fruity esters from french
saison yeast and a fine structure enhanced by aging in ex viognier barrels.
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WEEZLEDOG BREWING HOPPINESS XPA - 5.90% 4.50 / 4.50 / 4.50 / 11.50 / 11.50
/ 11.50 / 15.00 / 15.00 / 15.00

PALE ALE - NEW ZEALAND - A pale ale with so much more. Extra pale due to the use of pilsner and wheat malts
in the grist, and a low pH from the use of acid malt allows the Southern Cross and Wai iti hops to really shine
through. Full of flavour but still seriously sessionable.

SAWMILL BREWERY CITIZEN PALE ALE - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PALE ALE - NEW ZEALAND -

CAPITAL CIDER CO. EASY RIDER - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
CIDER - DRY -

HAWKE'S BAY BREWING GINGER FUSION - 4.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
GINGER BEER - Using our Old Fashioned Ginger Beer recipe then infused with mandarin flavours, to create a
crisp, spicy, refreshing sensation.

HAWKE'S BAY BREWING SANGRIA - 6.00% 5.00 / 11.00 / 14.00
SANGRIA - Combining the best Hawkes Bay Red wine with orange, mandarin & apple, this is the best way to
spend a warm Spanish summer day or night. Best served chilled.

HAWKE'S BAY BREWING PEACH BOMB - 4.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
OTHER - Using NZ's favourite peach - Golden Queen. Low in saturated fat, cholesterol & calories. Gluten free.
Summer in a glass! With a deep yellow colour & intense flavour.
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CAPITAL CIDER CO. K.I.S.S - 5.60% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
CIDER - DRY -

PARROTDOG FALCON - 5.40% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
PALE ALE - AMERICAN -

CASSELS & SONS BREWERY WEST COAST IPA - 6.20% 5.00 / 11.50 / 15.00
IPA - AMERICAN - Our heavy-handed dry hopping of a comprehensive mix of West Coast U.S.A hops with only a
touch of ale malt has created an aggressively hoppy brew. With a hint of citrus and peppery pine flavours, the hop
bitterness in this beer will wake up your taste buds and pull you back for more.

MCLEODS BREWING NORTHERN LIGHTS - 2.30% 4.00 / 10.00 / 13.50
LAGER -

DEEP CREEK LOCAL IPA - 3.50% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
IPA -

NEW NEW NEW CORPORATION FOR HUMANS* - 5.20% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
SOUR - OTHER - A full flavour spectrum sour made from Central Otago peaches & nectarines fermented with a
Belgian yeast.
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THE THEORETICAL BREWER THE 1ST FINCH - 4.50% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PALE ALE - AMERICAN - Mix of Aussie, American and NZ hops. Golden ale with citrus and tropical flavours. Well
balanced perfect Pale Ale.

ROCKY KNOB 3116 POSTCODE - 6.00% 5.00 / 11.50 / 15.00
BROWN ALE - AMERICAN - Chocolate and biscuit malt base with a balanced hop fruitiness. This American Brown
Ale will keep you guessing. With solid malt followed by ample hops to finish. Hoppy, malty, hoppy, malty...

BEHEMOTH BREWING NOT THE MOST STABLE - 7.20% 5.50 / 13.00 / 16.00
IPA - NEW ENGLAND - Another Anti Trump beer? Yep. We have given Dump the Trump the Hazy treatment. The
same hop combo of Simcoe, Mosaic, Nelson Sauvin and Galaxy over a case including oats and wheat to give it a
juicy mouthfeel, It does not take a genius to realise that Trump is dumber than a bag of hammers and a few
sandwiches short of a picnic basket. When will we stop ragging on him? Hopefully sometime in November 2020.

ISTHMUS BREWING CO BERRY BLUSH - 4.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
SOUR - FRUITED - Juicy raspberry, zesty lime and tart hibiscus sour ale. Ruby goodness

BEHEMOTH BREWING DUMP THE TRUMP IPA - 7.20% 5.50 / 13.00 / 16.00
IPA - AMERICAN - Anti-Donald Trump beer. #dumpthetrump

DOUBLE VISION BREWING SMOOTH OPERATOR - 4.80% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
CREAM ALE -
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WEEZLEDOG BREWING BONUS - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PILSNER - OTHER - Bone dry with the added bonus of being low-carb. A NZ style Pilsner hopped with a bucket
load of Riwaka hops. Dry, hoppy and low in carbohydrates, the perfect session beer.

CROUCHER BREWING CO. VOLCANIC NZAPA - 5.50% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
PALE ALE - AMERICAN - A showcase of New Zealand & American hops (Riwaka, Nelson Sauvin & Simcoe) and
malt in an APA style

THE THEORETICAL BREWER CHRYSANTHEMUM LAGER - 4.50% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
LAGER - AMERICAN LIGHT - Chrysanthemum in Beer? Turns out yes. As a tea it is refreshing, which is what you
want in a lager, so the two really works well together!

HALLERTAU BREWERY BAVARIAN WHEAT BEER - 5.40% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
HEFEWEIZEN - This a hazy beer in the classic Bavarian style. Hefeweizen literally translates as ‘yeast beer’ and is
proudly cloudy. The specialty yeast strains used give it banana and clove notes combining with low bitterness and
a malt sweetness. A delicious top fermenting beer best enjoyed this summer in your local biergarten.

WEEZLEDOG RASPBERRY FOOL - 5.80% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
IPA - NEW ENGLAND - Raspberry milkshake for grown ups. A New England style hazy IPA with lots of juicy
American hops combines with lactose and raspberries. Raspberry, mango, peach and citrus on the nose with a
clean malt base. Lactose and vanilla provide a slight sweet finish.

URBANAUT MIAMI BRUT LAGER - 5.30% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
LAGER - IPL (INDIA PALE LAGER) - MIAMI BRUT LAGER is an endless vacation. Tropical summer notes walk hand-
in-hand with a crisp refreshing flavour that will keep you dancing on the shore from dusk till dawn. Serve chilled,
wearing loud colours - speedboat optional. Citra and Mosaic working together to creat a fruit salad in a glass!
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8 WIRED BREWING CO. MAHU - 4.50% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
LAGER - HELLES - inspired by sunny summer days and named after the beautiful area surrounding 8 Wired. It's a
4.5% German style lager that's going to get you dreaming of the beach.

PARROTDOG BIRDSEYE - 5.80% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
IPA - NEW ENGLAND - Our feathered friends see the world differently. Through birds’ eyes, things might look
almost psychedelic to us, with heightened colours and fresh hues forming a surprising new spectrum. This hazy,
citrus and stonefruit accented IPA with a mellow, soft and silky texture gives a similarly refreshing change of
perspective.

ABANDONED BREWERY ABANDONED PILSNER - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
PILSNER - OTHER - Our pilsner combines gentle cracker-like malt with zesty citrus and herbal hop notes. A firm
bitter finish and the clean lager fermentation makes for an easy drinking yet flavourful New Zealand style Pilsner.

SUNSHINE BREWERY STOUT - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
STOUT - OTHER - The black sheep of the Sunshine family, this luscious stout is a smooth, velvety blend of
chocolate, coffee and vanilla with roasted malt. Rich but balanced, this is a brew that demands to be savoured.

FINERY LEMON MYRTLE - 5.00% 4.00 / 10.50 / 14.00
COCKTAIL -

HEYDAY BEER CO. MR MOONSHINE CAR CHOC MILK SOUT - 5.40% 4.50 / 11.00 / 14.50
STOUT - MILK / SWEET -


